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In the Succulent Garden 

By Amanda Gersh 

 

 

 

Beware Bloody Burgoyne!  

This is scratched onto a toilet stall at Livingstone Girls Junior School in Cape Town, but 

Viv Le Roux and her best friend, Sarah Friedman, are unlucky. They have been placed in Mrs. 

Rosemary Burgoyne’s Standard Two class and there is nothing they can do.  

Even their mothers are scared. How can you not be scared of someone who orchestrates 

spot panty inspections to ensure you are wearing the regulation Livingstone navy polyester? How 

can you not be scared of someone who does not allow her class the morning off to watch Lady 

Diana marry Prince Charles? 

 

 

Mrs. Burgoyne is old, maybe even over forty. She has acid-yellow hair – dead-person 

hair – and a very long thick tongue, which she chews on in class. Viv and Sarah watch the 

chewing of the tongue and demonstrate it for each other on Sundays when they play in the 

Friedman’ lounge. “Excuse me Mrs. Burgoyne. Please can I go to the toilet?” Viv says. “I beg your 

pardon! Pleath may I go to the bathroom!” Sarah roars, making sure to recreate the lisp caused 

by the Burgoyne tongue length. “May I?” Viv pleads.  

Mrs. Burgoyne considers the request, enjoying herself. She rolls a pale mole near her lip. 

“Hmm,” she says. Her stomach strains against her rayon blouse. She chews long and 

meditatively on her tongue, cups her yellow chin in a chapped hand. “No,” she says. “You may 

not.”  
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The Friedmans have a modern house, a white cube in Bishopscourt. In the lounge is a 

sunken sitting area for cocktails, a rectangular pit with a white flaccati rug. The girls lie in the pit 

trying to perfect Mrs. Burgoyne’s full, round voice, unpicking her hideous style, debating the 

measurements of her tongue. How long can it be and yet still fit in the Burgoyne mouth? They 

scream and laugh and throw Fruit Chews at each other. There are other games and skits but Mrs. 

Burgoyne, Bogey Burgoyne, the Burgoyne, she is the best one of all.  

Burgoyneness is endless, is filled with unanswerable questions: What would happen if 

you pricked the stomach? Would she deflate and fly away? Why is her mole see-through? In the 

safety of the Friedman pit on a Sunday, the girls mock their teacher. They can laugh at what is 

behind them, at last Tuesday or Wednesday, at the uniform checks, morning lectures, at the slow 

grip of afternoons wondering when it’s your turn to receive the full fury of B. But as the shadow of 

Table Mountain slips into the white cube house, creeps along the tiles, and stains the rug, Viv and 

Sarah stop laughing. Mrs. Burgoyne is coming for them. She will be there tomorrow, and all 

through the long new week. 

 

 

Burgoyne is getting worse. She ticks and trembles. She is gearing up.  

“We have to run away,” Viv says. “We must leave before she really gets us.”  

Yes, Burgoyne has a new mad edge. When she shouts she hacks in the back of her 

throat. Something really bad is on its way, Viv can tell from the teacher’s voice, her hands, her 

hair. Each day is a day closer to that day when it’s ready, when the thing inside the Burgoyne – 

the black seed that makes her – will shoot out.  

The girls are calm and methodical in their discussions of escape. They lie in the pit and 

plot. They outline ideas in a black ledger with a red spine. Constantia forest would be a good 

choice for hiding, Viv thinks, except that Sarah is afraid of the thick leaf canopies, under which 

smeary clay soil packs the earth in dark pockets, and creepy nasturtiums grow in orange clusters, 

their mustard stalks leaking a bad feeling. Higher up the mountain would not work either: they are 
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both afraid of the gash of Skeleton Gorge, its nasty name and deep slits of space between the 

rocks.  

They think about other cities and scattered towns, but Sarah is afraid of Johannesburg 

and the Eastern Cape is filled with strange people, Viv knows. Her mother is from there and has 

told stories of farmers who went nuts and of pregnant girls who eat coal and soap. So the girls 

have no choice but to leave the country altogether, emigrate, at least for the school year, like 

Sarah’s neighbors the Woodsons who are going to Canada, and like their classmate Michelle 

Smith who is Coloured, who is one of the few Coloured girls in their school.  

Michelle is going to Australia to get away from the government. Viv and Sarah have 

heard something about this bad government, but they cannot believe it can possibly be as bad 

and scary as the B., as the Bergie who is worse than real bergies, those homeless Coloureds and 

poor whites who live on the mountain and eat rubbish. Bergies frighten Viv – their nut-brown 

faces, their jittery pale eyes, they are like goats, hiding in the rocks, scrabbling for food. They 

frighten her, just as the word “government” frightens her, but Burgoyne is the greatest fear, the 

name itself monstrous, amazing, eternal. 

 

 

Viv desperately wants the loo but she is trying to hold it until the bell. She shifts in her 

chair, watching Mrs. Burgoyne draw on the board, the flappy swinging skin of her underarm. They 

are doing the Middle Ages and the B. has been talking about battering rams and tar that people 

would pour over the edge of the castle to defend themselves against Goths.  

The Burgoyne points and shouts at the stupid girls, at Jeanne Du Plessis who spells 

“knight” like the opposite of day.  

“Did they have crocodiles in their moats?” Kate Dunleavy is the only girl who asks 

questions and lots of them. She is not afraid of Mrs. Burgoyne. Kate is so clever she has been 

sent to boys’ schools to do things called Problem Solving Bowls, where children design space-

saving buildings of the future. She brought pictures back to class, pictures Viv did not like, of 

skyscrapers that reached downwards instead, burrowing beneath the ground.  
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Mrs. Burgoyne asks Kate to draw the feudal pyramid on the board for the stupid ones. 

Kate makes a perfect triangle. She puts a crown at the top and nobility below it. She smiles at the 

class. Kate feels sorry for everyone all the time. As Kate explains the lord-vassal relationship, 

Mrs. Burgoyne reaches down and scratches her leg. It clicks with the sound of thorny hair stubble 

on fingernail. Yick! Viv feels the thrill of disgust. She tries not to catch Sarah’s eye but she can 

feel her silhouette. The fear of laughter is so bright and close it pricks the bones behind her eyes.  

To stop from laughing, Viv stares at the wood of her desk. In this class, when Mrs. 

Burgoyne is angry, she has often wished she could become this wood. Now she sees disturbing 

pictures of the Burgoyne leg, a rough wood-like leg with medieval castles mapped out in gray 

freckle and scaly skin. 

“Serfs at the bottom,” says Kate in her tender, apologetic voice. 

Viv can’t hold it. It gets worse when there is further discussion of moats, of water, but she 

is trapped. Her throat is made of sand. This is how it is at school. You must stand up and beg for 

the loo even if doing it could make you wet your pants. 

 

 

“Ciao-ciao to you, Stinky B!” Sarah flops onto her back in the pit. The escape plan is in 

place. Soon they will be gone.  

In preparation for leaving the country, the girls have labeled their ledger EMIGRATION. 

They measure the Friedman flaccati rug, and make lists of non-perishable foods. Eight by ten. 

Tinned apricots and tuna. They are designing a magic carpet. This is what they call it, but the 

science is real and so is the rug. It will have helium balloons attached to all four corners, and 

each girl lying along the rug lengths to balance the weight.  

They practice stacking their canned goods and discuss maps and routes. Not over the 

sea, of course, because that would be too scary. But some nice place higher up in Africa, a place 

with no rain, no school, no winter shadow, where everyone will welcome them as angels for 

dropping out of the sky with a can opener.  
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“We’ll fly just above the treetops and if the balloons take us higher, we’ll start popping 

them,” Viv says. 

“Only the treetops,” Sarah agrees. “No higher.” 

 

Chaos at the Friedmans’! Sarah’s older sister Vicky is convulsing all over the house 

because she has been forced to go to School in the Wilds.  

All the Standard Fours go. Even Vicky could not get out of it, and Mrs. Friedman does a 

doctor’s note for everything, for swimming galas and the Hermanus leadership camp. Vicky has 

never had to do anything. But School in the Wilds has come, as it will come for everyone, except 

Sarah and Viv for they will have emigrated by then, carpet lift-off will take place as soon as they 

can get their hands on some helium and that will happen any day now. 

“You have to get up at four in the morning,” Vicky wails in her bedroom. Mrs. Friedman 

sits on the bed, shaking her head. “You have to ride an ostrich. The toilet is a long-drop,” Vicky 

shouts.  

“Boskak,” Sarah says twitching with a smile, and Vicky tells her if she rubs it in she will 

pay and then Sarah calls Vicky a doos and Vicky says she will flipping bloody well cream her if 

she doesn’t shut her trap.  

 “It’s just a week,” Mrs. Friedman says, but this enrages Vicky and she lies on her back 

and shouts. Vicky does a lot of shouting even though she is afraid of everything and always sick, 

coming home early from school all the time to eat Chomps and watch the round transmission 

circle on the TV until the programs come on. But in her room she is strong and loud: she shouts 

and throws her lime bed pillows at the skylight.  

“What the hell is all this racket?” Mr. Friedman sticks his head around Vicky’s door. Vicky 

lies on the carpet clutching her blow dryer in her arms and rocking on her spine. Mrs. Friedman 

folds and unfolds Vicky’s School in the Wilds shopping list. Sarah and Viv sit in lime-green pod-

shaped chairs built into the window.  

“Vicky.” Mr. Friedman is a bony man with a loud cough, and he wears his hair in a 

ponytail because he is an architect, as Viv’s mom explains it. That Mr. Friedman is calling Vicky 
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by her name, is, Viv knows, the sign of a great impatience. Mr. Friedman calls his daughters by 

boys’ names because he feels lonely in a house of women. He calls Vicky “Victor” and Sarah “My 

boy” and even Mrs. Friedman “George”. “George. What’s all this carrying on?” 

“She’s upset about School in the Wilds, Barry,” Mrs. Friedman says. “She’s absolutely 

petrified.” 

“For crying in a bloody bucket!” Mr. Friedman shouts. “What’s wrong with a bit of courage 

in this house, man?” 

Vicky begins to wail in a high panicky way, and asks for two Panados. Mr. Friedman 

steps over her and walks to the window where Sarah and Viv sit in their pods. “What do you think 

of my shoes, boys and girls?” He struts up and down the lime carpet. Vicky hyperventilates in her 

tears, a stream of false shivery breath. Mr. Friedman winks at Viv and she tries not to laugh 

because she is afraid of Vicky. “These are Doc Marten shoes,” Mr. Friedman says, mock-

stepping on Vicky’s tummy. “You buy one pair and it lasts forever.” 

 

 

The Middle Ages lasts forever, almost as long as the real thing, for Bogey can do this:  

she has the power to stretch time for extra misery. Viv and Sarah finish their guild shields in 

class, but they cannot finish their tracings of Chartres Cathedral and must take them into the pit 

on Sunday. The giant gloomy proportions of Chartres, the infinite flying buttresses frighten and 

irritate them. They push the tracings aside, and turn to other drawings, to last week’s Sunday 

Bogey poster. 

“Use the light-brown,” Sarah tells Viv. “Make them very thick.”  

The girls color her in. Toenails thick like the horns of safari animals. The small and shiny 

bald patch, pink and shocking as a baboon’s bum, near the back of the yellow-haired head. 

“Yick!” They giggle and retch. 

They draw the Burgoyne house, and then the garden. Their class knows all about this 

garden because Kate Dunleavy lives in the same cul-de-sac as Mrs. B. From Kate the girls have 

learned the Burgoyne plot has a yellow buffalo grass lawn and no flowers, no roses or 
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bougainvillea, not even petunias or Busy Lizzie. Instead, the teacher grows prickly pears and 

cactuses-- vast numbers of them -- straight out of the dirt, some stubby and small as thumbs, 

others as big as children. Kate has seen Bogey outside, sprinkling her cactus farm with the hose, 

making sure the prickly pear thorns are long and healthy. 

Viv and Sarah want to drive past, just for a look, but they are too scared and even Mrs. 

Friedman is too scared to drive them. Which is probably just as well, Viv decides, selecting a 

bright green pencil. Who would want to see a garden like that? 

“Now you do his head,” Sarah tells Viv. She has been adding to the figure of Mr. 

Burgoyne. It is hard to believe Bogey could have a husband but she does. Not even Kate has 

seen him but Viv knows just what he is like, a little terrible man without a tongue.  

“He just has not got one,” Viv explains to Sarah, coloring in the neat black rectangle of 

the husband’s empty mouth. “He’s unspeakable,” she adds, trying to describe the gap, the 

problem.  

Still, you can hear Mister speak through his red small eyes like evil lucky beans at you. 

They glint with unspeakable ideas. Bad luck, the eyes say. Wrong class. 

 

 

“I beg your pardon, Mrs. Burgoyne, but may I please obtain a drink of water?” Since Erica 

Parr got her ears pinned back last week, she has become Kate Dunleavy’s official best friend and 

the combination of events has made her full of chat, has made her chirpy and brave with the B, 

using words the teacher enjoys. Pardon. Obtain.  

But the B. does not fall for Erica. “Not now,” she booms. “Right now I want all Chartres 

tracings handed in. Neat, accurate work.” she adds, raising her voice. “You will be penalized for 

any and every error.” 

At last the Middle Ages is over. Viv reaches into her satchel for her Medieval workbook. 

Her hair roots quicken as her fingers fail to find the soft leaves of tracing paper. The hot rush of 

disaster is a metal taste in the mouth. She can see the cathedral. It is in the Friedman pit, its 

buttresses hidden beneath the white flaccati spires. 
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The Burgoyne begins to move, down the desk rows, inspecting. Viv’s hands clamp onto 

her navy skirt. Blood beats in her ribs. She senses the Burgoyne sensing the problem, the 

missing church, the sin of leaving homework behind. 

Viv stares ahead, into the dark stitches behind Erica Parr’s pinned back ears, the black 

thread in her skull. She stares deep into Erica’s ear stitches like there will be an exam on them 

and the exam will determine the rest of her life. 

Mrs. Burgoyne pauses at Viv’s desk. Viv looks beyond the horizon of Burgoyne stomach 

and at the window. An insect with shimmering oil-slick-coloured wings rotates around a patch of 

dirt on the pane. She can smell the warm lawn outside.  

“And Vivian?” the teacher says quietly. Viv grips her desk with her knees. Bogey breathes 

in. She ticks and trembles.  Viv thinks of medieval torture, its ducking chairs, racks. Bogey opens 

her wide dark mouth, its live tongue preparing to whip words. Viv sees a bath of boiling pitch, 

swallowing her up in the blackness. 

 

 

Viv does not cry that night just as she did not cry in class but she is not brave. Unlike 

Sarah, she never has cried over the teacher because she fears the extra terror tears will bring to 

each school day. Crying is scary like Burgoyne. 

Viv won’t cry and she won’t get out of her bath either. She stays in the cooling water. The 

afternoon loops over itself, extends its terrible minutes. The Burgoyne yell that pushed Viv’s body 

up so straight it felt like it would snap. A voice that makes you want to lie on the floor and never 

get up.  

Viv hugs her knees. She will lie on the floor for years, so that dust coats her school 

uniform and the classes come and go, people walking over her, she doesn’t care except that her 

mom is in the way, holding a towel, saying come on now let’s get this show on the road.  

Viv’s mother begins to talk, about her own cruel teachers, of a lady who once threw a 

naartjie at someone’s head, another who made you stand in the rubbish bin if you talked too 
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much. But Viv knows there is no true Burgoyneness there. These teachers are made of air: they 

cannot grip you. 

Mrs. Burgoyne, on the other hand, is here when you go to school and when you leave. It 

is even possible you might one day find yourself inside her house. Yes. What if you were forced 

to go home with Mrs. Burgoyne, maybe just for a night, because the lift club somehow got too full, 

or your parents were missing? Viv has lately heard from Kate Dunleavy that the Burgoyne 

property has acquired a moat around it. 

A ring of dark water.  

She imagines nobody coming for her. She watches the sharp shadows of the Burgoyne 

cactus garden stretch their death shapes into the parched Burgoyne soil. When Viv stands up in 

the bath, she feels something on her back. The tongueless Burgoyne husband is smiling behind 

her. His slot of a mouth curves up.  

 

 

School of the Wilds! It is here. All the Livingstone girls assemble on the steps above the 

hockey field at break, watching as the older juniors form lines below them. The teachers get 

everyone in place, tog bags at feet, school visors on. Sarah and Viv sit in the shade of the itchy 

ball tree and nudge each other as the B. paces, hands behind her back in the classic Burgoyne 

clasp. They believe they can detect the faint chewing motion of the tongue, as well as a flash of 

sunlight filtering through the watery mole.  

The School of the Wilds van rumbles through the school’s electric gates. Van doors slide 

open and leathery women in army pants step out and march down to the field. 

“Boere,” Sarah whispers to Viv. The army pants women have megaphones and skin like 

camouflage, brown and peeling. They shout out their names: Impala and Blesbok, Grysbok, 

Kwagga, and Springbok. They shout about where they are going, out into the bundu into a place 

called something-like-you-are-hocking-up-an itchyball.  

The buck women explain the group goal and the camp rules through the megaphones: 

after the morning fitness training involving tyres and rope ladders, the girls will go out into the 
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veld. Each girl will spend her days cutting alien vegetation from the veld, Australian bushes like 

Port Jackson and wattle, bad trees like blue gum that are a menace to the South African land, 

taking our water and killing our precious natural heritage of fynbos; outsiders that are killing our 

kambroo and vygies, our aloes and acacia. Each girl will learn pride in the land and bush survival 

skills like how to flash SOS with a torch from a koppie. We will train you. We will toughen you. 

The girls are broken up into teams: Alpha Bravo Charlie Delta Echo Foxtrot Golf Hotel 

Impi Juliet you lag behind you let your team down. The watching girls giggle. Viv and Sarah laugh 

as Vicky is called into Hotel. The girls are glad to be spectators in Vicky’s pain, though they know 

that School in the Wilds is not a place for them either. Vicky may be the biggest coward in the 

book, but she is not the only one. School in the Wilds is for no one, Viv decides. Except maybe 

Kate Dunleavy who can solve every problem. 

There is one buck woman that stands out to Viv, the one called Kwagga. Her voice has a 

hoarse slide to it. She holds her megaphone close to her mouth in a rude way. She is not big and 

manly like the others, but stringy with a biltong body and a face like a fist. She has not said 

anything worse than the others yet, but there are punishing promises in her stalking walk and it is 

becoming harder for Viv to enjoy the show, because it no longer feels like she is watching from a 

distance. Kwagga is pulling her in. Kwagga is gearing up. 

Viv watches, and the words around her fade in and out, skid around. –Make you tough –

pride in land – natural heritage. 

Kwagga passes Vicky. From where Viv and Sarah sit, Vicky is just a rounded blob. 

Kwagga walks on, slows next to Carla the bit-mongoloid. Some people say she is one but most 

just know she is unfortunate, like the mothers say. She is a little thicker in the neck, a little slower 

in the head, with a pigeon’s walk and a permanent smile. 

“If you are soft,” Kwagga yells through the megaphone, her feet planted either side of 

Carla, “I will hurt you.” 

 “Shame,” says Kate Dunleavy. Nobody laughs about Carla, but Viv feels the laughter 

underneath the skin of pity in Kate’s voice, in them all, in her own self. The dark seed.  
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The girls are led to the green van and into two of the school microbuses. A bakkie of 

leftover girls will be driven by Mr. Hardwick, the only male teacher at the school, who teaches 

typing and has no pinkie on the left hand because it got shot off on the border. He puts an arm 

around Carla, who smiles and sticks her tongue out like she does in all the school photos.  

Sarah smiles. “Poor Vicky,” she says. And now Viv begins to laugh, extra-loudly, jittery 

and strange. Down on the grass Kate shows off, doing a handspring-into-Donilova that she 

learned at Dunleavy’s Gym, which is owned by her aunt, a famous gymnast who people say is 

really a man. 

“Let’s go to the stairs,” Viv says.  

 

 

The stairwell is dark and cool. Sometimes Viv and Sarah like to play in it behind the 

kitchen where nobody walks, and they can sing or write in pencil on the walls, tiny 

measurements, magic carpet calculations for food and water. In the background, the distant clink 

of boarders eating lunch is all they hear. 

But Viv doesn’t want to sing or write today. She buzzes with hard new wants. She wants 

to shout and scream and laugh. She wants to destroy something. “Let’s do Mrs. Burgoyne,” Viv 

says. 

“Not here, stupid,” Sarah says. “Let’s practice Alpha Bravo Charlie Delta--” 

“No,” Viv raises her voice. “If you don’t want to be in it, then just watch.” 

Viv stands in the stairwell and Sarah sits on the steps. Viv thinks of all the Burgoyne acts 

they have ever done. The routines imitating the toilet request with mole-roll and tongue-chew. Or 

the Desk Aisle walk, the classic Bogey hand clasp. They have drawn and described the Burgoyne 

bedroom with its yellow nosepicky bogey-smeared walls where they staged ridiculous Mr. and 

Mrs. Burgoyne kissing scenes with bedroom pillow props. But these were just games, Viv 

realizes. All stupid. None of them were ever close enough to the truth. 

“I would like to introduce myself,” she begins, chewing on her tongue. Sarah giggles into 

her hand. “My name is Rosemary Burgoyne and I am a disgusting cow. I have a hideous moley 
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face like the toads that jump out of my moat and my tongue is in the Guinness Book of Records 

for longest length. I am --”  Viv considers the word. “I am a fat bitch.”  

The word hangs in the stairwell, loud as a megaphone. Sarah makes a noise but Viv is 

only just gearing up. “See my hair?” Viv tugs at her plait. “It is falling out of my scabby head which 

is why I have this bald spot. This helps to frighten the children. I am the most hated teacher in the 

world, something I am very proud to be.” 

Mrs. Burgoyne smiles revealing her moldy yellow teeth. She chomps her tongue, clacks 

to make disgusting noises. She exists only to cut children down and now Viv is cutting her down, 

all the way, hacking at the common ugly face like a bum, her dirty house and scabby husband, 

her repulsive and hateful and filthy Burgoyneness that cracks mirrors and is a menace to nature. 

Viv has a great courage made of fear, and she struts and stamps and shouts and does not see 

the real Burgoyne, the teacher herself, until it is too late, until she is right there in the stairwell, 

forever. 

She is here.  

Mrs. Burgoyne open her mouth. 

Viv closes her eyes, waiting for the How dare you, for the worst punishment yet, the real 

end, the pure Burgoyne rage that, finally, she had always known would come to her, Vivian, 

above all the other girls and in its wildest, terrible form. She anticipates it, leans into it. She is so 

shocked she has lost all fear.  

Silence. Confused, Viv opens her eyes and she sees the real end of the story, and it is a 

permanent stairwell, as dark as an open mouth, the well echoing the teacher’s footsteps as she 

walks away.  

“Leave me!” Viv spins away from Sarah’s grabbing hands and runs down the stairs. 

There is a hard press behind her eyes. It has a pulse, it beats. But she is not sorry. Mrs. 

Burgoyne deserves to know what she is and it isn’t Viv’s fault that she is who she is. She did not 

make her. Not sorry not sorry! The words wrap her under and in. Her legs are soft and dead, 

warm bread beneath her waist. But as she runs she knows she has only one chance and if she 
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does not apologize now the Burgoyne will finish her first. If you don’t say it now she will really get 

you. 

Viv returns to the classroom. Outside, it is still break. At the door, Viv pauses. Mrs. 

Burgoyne sits at her desk. Her head is lowered. She pinches the bridge of her nose with the 

thumb and middle finger of one hand. On the desk a brown sandwich sits on a square of wax 

paper. The sandwich is untouched.  

Mrs. Burgoyne has round shoulders and a lunchbox. 

Viv backs away from the door. 

[section break] 

At the end of the school day, Mrs. Burgoyne walks to her car, a beige Valiant, and puts 

her scuffed brown accordion bag onto the passenger seat.  

“An unfortunate-looking woman.” Kate Dunleavy shakes her head as the Burgoyne 

clambers into her Valiant. “She looks like cancer.” 

“A gargoyle with cancer,” says Erica Parr. “My God, that car is so hideous.” 

Mrs. Burgoyne sits, head bent toward the steering wheel. Her back is a hump, a little 

grayish rock. A giant oak spreads above the car, its peaceful branches a soft threat. It is an alien, 

its secret sucking is a fear beneath the soil, but so what if it’s taking the water, Viv thinks, if our 

natural heritage is spiky pincushion proteas, thorn trees, and ugly stubby things without leaves, 

then why can’t we smother them with something beautiful and what is so wrong about that? Isn’t 

that right? Isn’t that good? Viv realizes that she cannot recognize the form of goodness anymore 

because it has changed its shape and nature. She watches the shady branches circling the 

teacher’s car and wonders how deep the enemy tree grows, and if you could ever get it all out. 

Mrs. Burgoyne sits, her hands on the wheel. She does not start the car. She sits. 

Something is rising in Viv’s throat. There is a message inside, scratching its way up like a cat. 

You are soft – She opens her mouth. She closes it, afraid of what will come out, a piece of flesh, 

the spray of bright green juice in a clear little bag inside every human body that she once saw in a 

biology film. The other girls turn to look at her. Erica smiles with a kind Kate Dunleavy concern. 

Viv wants to grab her by the head and tug, peel those ears back and watch her ugliness return for 
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all the world to see. And Kate. Viv wants to smash the face of kind Kate, with her burrowing 

buildings, her pity, her perfect cartwheels, and her stories about moats around the Burgoyne 

house. You are soft I will hurt you.  

Before the root of her expands and cracks, Viv cannot breathe, and in the airless space 

she understands unspeakable, sees the hole inside the word. Mrs. Burgoyne’s silence in the 

stairwell extends through Viv’s tears and far into the future. It is longer than history, longer than 

the Middle Ages, longer than Standard Two. Mrs. Burgoyne will never say a word. 

 

 

That night, Viv floats up. She has been waiting for this magic moment all year. Lift-off!  

The girls lie on opposite sides of the carpet to balance their weight. They rise to a safe 

tree-top level. They wave to their parents, who in the reason of dreams are happy to let their 

daughters go. The girls pass over houses and swimming pools and the homes are as small as 

Monopoly bits, everything distant and pleasant. Until the Burgoynes’. Mrs. Burgoyne is standing 

outside her house and looking up, shading her eyes with her hand. In a circle around her, 

cactuses reach up long and green toward the carpet, spines flashing in the sun. Sarah and Viv try 

to steer clear, but the cactus is a forest. Giant African kambroo, giant aloe, growing from a vygie 

floor.  

One by one, the balloons pop and the girls slide off. Viv makes a soft landing in the arms 

of the teacher. She screams, jams her eyes shut. “Don’t be afraid,” Mrs. Burgoyne says. “Just 

look.”  

Viv keeps her eyes closed but it does not help. She can see where she is anyway.  

 

[end] 

 

 
 
 
 


